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CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM ON LAMINATIONS OVER
AUBRY-MATHER SETS.
BASSAM R. FAYAD
Abstrat. If we perturb a ompletely integrable Hamiltonian
system with two degrees of freedom, the perturbed ow might dis-
play, on every energy level, invariant sets that are laminations over
Aubry-Mather sets of a Poinaré setion of the ow. Eah one of
these laminations arry a unique invariant probability measure for
the ow and it is interesting therefore to understand the statis-
tial properties of these measures. From a result of Koergin in
[?℄, we know that mixing is a priori impossible. In this paper, we
investigate on the possible ourrene of weak mixing.
The answer will essentially depend on the number of orbits of
gaps in the Aubry-Mather set. More preisely, if the Aubry-Mather
set has exatly one orbit of gaps and is hyperboli then the speial
ow over it with any smooth eiling funtion will be onjugate to
a suspension with a onstant eiling funtion, failing hene to be
weak mixing or even topologially weak mixing. To the ontrary,
if the Aubry-Mather set has more than one orbit of gaps with at
least two in a general position then the speial ow over it will in
general be weak mixing.
1. Introdution.
For an integrable Hamiltonian system with N degrees of freedom,
the 2N-dimensional phase spae is ompletely foliated with invariant
N-dimensional tori on whih the motion is that of a translation. The
Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem states that for a generi
and suiently small C∞ perturbation of suh a ompletely integrable
system, an arbitrarily large proportion (in measure) of the invariant
tori will be preserved, i.e. slightly deformed into invariant tori where
the dynamis is C∞ onjugate to translation ows. These preserved
tori orrespond in general to frequenies that are badly approximated
by rational vetors, i.e. Diophantine translation vetors. It is then a
natural question to ask what type of behavior an we expet on the
other invariant sets of the perturbed system, sets orresponding to the
non-Diophantine frequenies.
Among suh sets we nd, in the losure of the KAM tori, invariant
tori that arry non linearizable ows. Indeed, for the generi C∞ per-
turbation of the integrable Hamiltonian system, M. Herman proved in
[?℄ that on a residual subset among the invariant tori of the perturbed
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ow the dynamis is uniquely ergodi and weak mixing. Sine the in-
variant tori he onsiders lie in the losure of KAM tori, to prove the
result above Herman investigates on the generi behavior of a dieo-
morphism that is in the losure of smoothly linearizable ones. To this
end, one way is to use the suessive onjugations tehniques as in [?℄
or [?℄ whih imply generiity of unique ergodiity and weak mixing.
Another way, whih an still be seen as a partiular ase of sues-
sive onjugations, is to onsider reparametrizations of linear ows sine
suh reparametrized ows are always in the losure of ows that are
smoothly onjugate to linear ones (as it follows from the famous re-
sult of Kolmogorov on the rigidity under smooth reparametrizations of
Diophantine linear ows [?℄). Following this program we have studied
in [?℄ the ourrene of weak mixing for reparametrizations of mini-
mal translation ows on the torus Tn, n ≥ 2 and proved that for a
non-Diophantine linear ow, the ow obtained after reparametrization
with a stritly positive smooth funtion φ is in general (i.e. for φ in a
Gδ dense subset of C
∞(Tn,R∗+)) weak mixing for its unique invariant
measure. That is the ontent of the theorem we will state in 2.5.
What about the dynamis on invariant sets that are not tori? Here,
we will only onsider Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of free-
dom and a lass of perturbations of ompletely integrable systems for
whih the perturbed ow displays invariant sets that are laminations
over invariant Aubry-Mather sets. Indeed, onsider on an energy level
of the perturbed ow a two dimensional Poinaré setion: by KAM
theory, this setion ontains invariant irles and hene an invariant
annulus for the Poinaré return map. In addition, the Poinaré map is
under generi onditions on the perturbation a twist map for whih the
Aubry-Mather theory is thus valid (Cf. Setion 2). Eah Aubry-Mather
set arries a unique invariant probability measure for the Poinaré map,
and so does the laminations for the suspended ow. For the perturba-
tions we onsider the dynamis on the laminations is not weak mixing
beause it is a onstant time suspension. Our aim in this paper is to
study the display of weak mixing after time hange (Cf. 2.3 and 2.4
for the denitions).
Depending on whether the Aubry-Mather set (we will all Aubry-
Mather sets the Cantor minimal invariant sets exlusively) has one or
many holes (Cf. Denition 1 in 2.6) the results will be very ontrast-
ing. More preisely, given an Aubry-Mather set Aα of the Poinaré
map, we denote by Sα the orresponding invariant laminations by the
ow and prove the following results: if the Aubry-Mather set Aα has
one hole and is hyperboli, then any smooth reparametrization of the
ow has its restrition to Sα onjugate to a suspension ow over Aα
with a onstant eiling funtion, failing thus to be weak mixing (Cf.
Theorem 3.2 in 3). To the ontrary, if Aα has more than one hole
with at least two in a general position (Cf. Denition 2 in 2.6), then
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arbitrarily lose to 1 (in the C∞ topology), there exists a funtion φ
suh that the reparametrization of the perturbed ow by φ is weak
mixing on Sα (Theorem 3.3).
Remark 1. We do not know how often two holes of an Aubry-Mather
set are in a general position. The arithmeti ondition between the
point projetions of two gaps that denes them as being in general
position (Cf. Denition 2) is generi but we do not know how to lift the
ondition into a generi property on the Aubry-Mather sets. However,
we will see that for any irrational α, the numbers 0 and 1/2 are in a
general position with respet to α (Cf. the proof of Proposition 4.6).
Hene, onsidering two fold overings, an Aubry-Mather set with one
hole beomes an Aubry-Mather with two holes (one in 0, and one in
1/2) in a general position for whih Theorem 3.3 applies (Cf. Corollary
3.4).
Remark 2. It is worth notiing here that an Aubry-Mather set is
typially hyperboli (as proved by Patrie Le Calvez [?℄, Cf. 2.7.1
below) and has one hole (the single gap Theorem by Veerman [?℄).
Hene the absene of weak mixing prevails on the laminations. Fur-
thermore, Theorem 3.2 an be viewed as a statement of rigidity under
time hange in the ase of non-Diophantine frequenies when the in-
variant tori degenerate into Aubry-Mather sets, similar to the rigidity
result of Kolmogorov in the ase of invariant tori arrying Diophantine
linear ows [?℄, and surprisingly ontrasting with the instability results
for invariant tori with Liouvillian frequenies [?℄, [?℄ (See 2.5).
2. The setting.
2.1. Let (θ, r, s, u) be a system of oordinates on T × R×T × R.
Given a real funtion H(θ, r, s) of lass C∞, and a real number ε, we
onsider the smooth Hamiltonian system given by
Hˆ(θ, r, s, u) := u+
r2
2
+ εH(θ, r, s).(1)
We onsider the standard sympleti struture ω0 = dθ∧dr+ds∧du.
We denote by X t
Hˆ
the Hamiltonian ow orresponding to Hˆ, that is the
ow given by the vetor eld XHˆ satisfying the formula ω0(XHˆ , .) =
dHˆ(.). Sine ds/dt = ∂Hˆ/∂u = 1, the oordinate s an be assimilated
to time. On an energy surfae EHˆ=Hˆ0
, onsider the Poinaré setion
s = 0 parametrized by (θ, r) ∈ T×R
u := Hˆ0 −
r2
2
− εH(θ, r, 0).
It was proved by Robinson [?℄ that for the generi H ∈ C∞(T ×
R×T,R), the ow X t
Hˆ
satises the Kupka Smale ondition. In this
ase, for ε small enough, there exists R > 0 suh that the projetion on
(θ, r), |r| ≤ R, of the Poinaré setion map is a monotone twist map,
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denote it f . From KAM theory, we know that there exists an invariant
annulus for this map inside T×[−R2 ,
R
2
]; denote this annulus by A0.
2.2. A ompat set A in the annulus A0 ⊂ T×R is said to be f -
ordered if it is invariant by f , if it projets injetively on T and if the
restrition of f toA preserves the natural order given by the projetion.
From the Aubry-Mather theory it follows from the fat that f is a
monotone twist map that for every α ∈ [α1, α2], where αi, i = 1, 2 are
the rotation numbers on the boundaries of A0, there exists a minimal f -
ordered set Aα ⊂ A0. If α is irrational the set Aα is either a Cantor set
or a ontinuous graph (θ, ψ(θ)). In both ases order preserving implies
that the restrition fα of f to Aα is semi-onjugate to the irrational
rotation Rα just like orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the
irle with irrational rotation number are. The ase of a Cantor set
orresponding to a homeomorphism alled a Denjoy ounter-example
that displays a wandering interval, i.e., an interval disjoint from all its
iterates.
We will be hiey interested in this paper with the ase where Aα
is a Cantor set. The semi-onjugay between fα and the rotation is
obtained in the following way: we hoose a point u on the Cantor set
and we projet it to a point on the irle, say 0. Then to eah iterate
of u by fα we assoiate the iterate of 0 by Rα. Then we extend by
ontinuity using minimality and bridging between any two points of
the Cantor set separated by a gap by projeting them on the same
point. Doing so we get a map h that is ontinuous from Aα onto T
and satises h ◦ fα = Rα ◦ h. Besides the map h is injetive exept
on endpoints of gaps, hene we an dene an inverse h−1 exept at
the points of ountably many orbits of the rotation orresponding to
dierent orbits of gaps on Aα; we will all eah suh orbit a hole.
At the points where h is not invertible, we take h−1 to be the right
extremity of the orresponding gap. The map h−1 thus dened will be
right semi-ontinuous.
We reall that Aα lies on a Lipshitz graph and that the projetion
on T is bi-Lipshitz. This will be of importane in 4.3 as we will
redue the study of speial ows over Aubry-Mather sets to the study
of speial ows over rotations on the irle.
Finally, to any Aubry-Mather set Aα of the Poinaré setion map
dened above orresponds for the ow X t
Hˆ
a minimal invariant set Sα
on whih the dynamis is a suspension over fα with a onstant eiling
funtion equal to one (sine ds/dt = 1). The only invariant probability
measure on Sα is the normalized produt of the invariant measure of fα
on Aα with the Lebesgue measure on the bers. Hene the spetrum
of the ow X t
Hˆ
on Sα is not ontinuous sine the funtion e
i2πs
is an
eigenfuntion of the ow. The eigenfuntion being ontinuous the ow
is not topologially weak mixing (Cf. 2.4).
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2.3. Reparametrizations. We address the following question: How sen-
sitive is the dynamis on Sα under time hange of the ow, i.e., if all the
orbits of X t
Hˆ
are kept intat but the veloity along them is modied?
A smooth reparametrization of a ow given by a smooth vetor eld
is done by multipliation of the original vetor eld by some smooth
and stritly positive real funtion φ. In the ase of a Hamiltonian
system, if we restrit our study to an energy surfae EHˆ=Hˆ0
of the ow
X t
Hˆ
, a time hange an be performed using the Hamiltonian
Hˆφ := φ(θ, r, s, u)(Hˆ(θ, r, s, u)− Hˆ0),(2)
for some smooth real funtion φ, φ > 0. The energy surfae EHˆ0 is
indeed invariant by the Hamiltonian ow orresponding to Hˆφ denoted
by X t
Hˆφ
; and if we write the vetor eld of X t
Hˆφ
on EHˆ0
, we notie that
it is exatly the vetor eld of X t
Hˆ
multiplied by φ.
It is a general fat that the time hange of a uniquely ergodi system
is uniquely ergodi (Cf. for example [?℄). Here the unique invariant
probability measure of the reparametrized ow is absolutely ontinuous
with respet to the original measure and has density
1
φ
.
In the sequel, we will disuss whether a reparametrization given by
(2) an yield a ontinuous spetrum on the laminations Sα ⊂ EHˆ0. Sine
we are onsidering perturbations of ompletely integrable Hamiltonians
we will pay a speial attention to reparametrizations that are small
perturbations, that is, in time hange funtions φ that are lose to one.
2.4. Continuous spetrum. We say that a measure preserving ow
(T t, X, µ) has a ontinuous spetrum if and only if it does not have an
eigenfuntion, i.e., a measurable non onstant omplex funtion h suh
that h (T tx) = eiλth (x) , at almost every x ∈ X for some λ ∈ R.
An equivalent property is weak mixing: We say that a measure pre-
serving ow (T t, X, µ) has the weak mixing property if and only if for
all measurable sets A and B
µ(T−tA
⋂
B) −→ µ(A)µ(B),
when |t| goes to innity on a set of density one over R.
For the equivalene between the denitions see for example the book
by Parry [?℄.
A ow is said to be topologially weak mixing if it does not have a
ontinuous non onstant eigenfuntion.
2.5. The ase of invariant tori. In the ase where the invariant set Aα
of the Poinaré map is a smooth irle and fα is C
∞
onjugate to the
translation Rα (KAM invariant tori), the question of possibly having a
ontinuous spetrum after time hange was asked by Kolmogorov and
treated by himself [?℄, Shklover [?℄, Herman [?℄ and others. In [?℄ the
following dihotomy was proved:
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Theorem. Let Rα be a minimal translation on T
d
. Then either one
of two possibilities hold:
(i) The vetor α is Diophantine, and for any φ ∈ C∞(Td+1,R∗+), the
reparametrization of the ow Rt(1,α), with speed φ is C
∞
onjugate to
a translation ow on T
d+1.
(ii) The vetor α is Liouville (i.e. not Diophantine), and for a dense Gδ
of φ ∈ C∞(Td+1,R∗+), the reparametrization of the ow Rt(1,α), with
speed φ is weak mixing (for its unique invariant measure).
Alternative (i) was proven by Kolmogorov for d = 1 and generalized
to any dimension by Herman.
2.6. The ase of laminations.
Definition. 1. If the Aubry-Mather set has exatly k orbits of wan-
dering intervals, we say it is an Aubry-Mather set with k holes.
Assume I and J are two gaps whose endpoints lie on distint orbits
of fα on |Aα and let βI and βJ be their point projetions on the irle
by some semi-onjugay of fα to Rα. It is easy to see that the dierene
βI − βJ does not depend on the hoie of the semi-onjugay.
Definition. 2. Holes in a general position. We say that the holes of
Aα, orresponding to I and J , are in a general position if β = βI−βJ
satises
||qnβ|| 6−→
n→∞
0,(3)
where qn, n ∈ N are the denominators in the suessive onvergents of
α, and ||.|| is the distane to the losest integer.
We remind that it is possible to dene the sequene qn in the following
unique way: q−1 = q0 = 1, and for every n ∈ N
‖ qnα ‖<‖ kα ‖, ∀k < qn+1.(4)
The sequene qn an equally be dened as satisfying the reurrene
relation
qn = anqn−1 + qn−2 for n ≥ 1, q−1 = q0 = 1,(5)
where the an are the partial quotients in the ontinued fration expan-
sion of α (Cf. for example [?℄, Chapter V).
Remark. Given an irrational number α, the set of numbers β,
satisfying (3) is a dense Gδ in R of full measure on any ompat
interval.
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2.7. Hyperboli Aubry-Mather sets. Our rst result, related to Aubry-
Mather sets with only one hole, will be stated just for hyperboliAubry-
Mather sets (i.e. admitting stable and unstable bundles) and will be
based on the following fats:
2.7.1. The assumption of hyperboliity is relevant sine P. Le Calvez
has shown that under the same generi ondition that X t
Hˆ
should be
Kupka Smale, it is true for an open and dense set of α ∈ R that the
Aubry-Mather set with rotation number α is hyperboli [?℄.
2.7.2. When this is the ase, A. Fathi shows that the Hausdor dimen-
sion of the Aubry-Mather set is equal to zero [?℄ (he shows even more,
that the union of the hyperboli Aubry-Mather sets has Hausdor di-
mension zero).
2.7.3. The sizes of f iα(I) derease to zero sine they are disjoint intervals
on a Lipshitz graph. The hyperboliity assumption on Aα fores these
sizes to derease in fat geometrially.
3. The results.
3.1. The notations are as in the preedent setion: the ow orre-
sponding to the Hamiltonian given in (1) is denoted by X t
Hˆ
. The ow
arising from the reparametrization (2) ofX t
Hˆ
, on the energy level EHˆ=Hˆ0
and with speed φ, is denoted by X t
Hˆφ
. On the energy surfae EHˆ=Hˆ0
we
onsider the Poinaré setion s = 0 and an annulus A0 on this setion
invariant by the Poinaré return map (2.1). An Aubry-Mather set
orresponding to a frequeny α is denoted by Aα, and Sα denotes the
lamination over Aα invariant by the ow X
t
Hˆ
as well as by the ow
X t
Hˆφ
. Finally, the time hange funtion φ, dened on T×R×T×R
is assumed to be of lass at least C1 and stritly positive. Naturally,
the reparametrized ow is as lose to the initial ow as φ is lose to 1.
3.2. Reall Denition 1 of (2.6) on the number of holes of an Aubry-
Mather set.
Theorem. If Aα is a hyperboli Aubry-Mather set and has one hole,
then, for any time hange funtion φ of lass C1 with mean value 1,
the restrition of the ow X t
Hˆφ
to Sα is C
0
onjugate to the initial ow,
i.e. to a suspension ow above (Aα, fα) with a onstant suspension
funtion equal to one.
It immediately follows that, under these hypothesis on Aα, the re-
strition of the reparametrized ow to Sα is never topologially weak
mixing.
3.3. In the ase Aα is an Aubry-Mather sets with more than one hole
(Aα hyperboli or not), we have with the notion of general position
given in Denition 2 of (2.6)
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Theorem. If Aα is an Aubry-Mather set with at least two holes in a
general position, then arbitrarily lose (in the C∞ topology) to the on-
stant funtion equal to one, there exists a funtion φ ∈ C∞((T×R)
2,R∗+)
suh that the restrition of the reparametrized ow X t
Hˆφ
to Sα is weak
mixing for the unique invariant measure.
3.4. Assume now that Aα is any given Aubry-Mather set on the
Poinaré setion. We an always assume that the semi-onjugay to Rα
in 2.2 projets an orbit of a hole of Aα by fα to the orbit of 0 by Rα.
If we onsider a two fold overing of the Poinaré setion, we obtain
an Aubry-Mather set Aα for the Poinaré map of the Hamiltonian ow
given by H(θ, r, s, u) := Hˆ(2θ, r, s, u). The set Aα now has at least two
holes with one projeting in 0 and one in
1
2
. From the last theorem we
will be able to dedue the following
Corollary. Arbitrarily lose (in the C∞ topology) to the onstant
funtion equal to one, there exists a C∞ funtion φ suh that the re-
strition of the ow X t
Hφ
to the lamination Sα over Aα is weak mixing
for the unique invariant measure.
4. Proofs.
4.1. Redution to speial ows. On the energy surfae EHˆ=Hˆ0
, the ow
X t
Hˆ
is a onstant time suspension over the Poinaré map f of the
Poinaré setion s = 0. We restrit f to the invariant annulus A0
on whih we introdue a pair of oordinates (r˜, θ˜). The reparametrized
ow X t
Hˆφ
an be viewed as a speial ow over (f, A0) with a eiling
funtion ψ given by
ψ(r˜, θ˜) :=
∫ 1
0
1
φ(Xs
Hˆ
(r˜, θ˜, s))
ds.(6)
In the proof of the Theorems, it will be more onvenient to work with
speial ows rather than with reparametrizations. For Theorem 3.3,
we will onstrut a speial ow above (fα, Aα) that is weak mixing
and show that the speial funtion we will use an be obtained from a
smooth time hange funtion φ via the formula (6).
4.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2. By the formula (6), if φ is of lass C1 then
so will be the funtion ψ. Hene, the proof of the theorem will be
aomplished if we show that the speial ow over fα and under any
funtion that is the restrition over Aα of a funtion ψ ∈ C
1(A0,R+)
is C0 onjugate to a suspension with a onstant eiling funtion. This
in its turn will follow if we prove the existene of a ontinuous solution
on Aα to the equation
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ξ − ξ ◦ fα = ψ −
∫
Aα
ψ(r˜, θ˜)dµα,(7)
where µα is the unique invariant measure on Aα by fα (Cf. for example
[?℄ Chapter 4).
By the Theorem of Gottshalk and Hedlund ([?℄ or [?℄ Chapter IV),
equation (7) will have a ontinuous solution if we prove that |ψm(x)−
ψm(x
′)| is uniformly bounded for m ∈ N, x, x′ ∈ Aα (here ψm(x)
denotes the Birkho sums of ψ relative to fα, i.e. ψm(x) = ψ(x) +
ψ(fαx) + ...+ ψ(f
m−1
α x).
4.3. Reduing to speial ows over rotations of the irle. Assume now
that Aα is a hyperboli Aubry-Mather set with only one hole. To
the speial ow over (Aα, fα) and under the funtion ψ we assoiate a
speial ow over (T1, Rα) and under a funtion ϕ and showing that the
sums Smψ(x)−Smψ(x
′) above fα are uniformly bounded is equivalent
to showing that Smϕ(θ) − Smϕ(θ
′) above Rα are uniformly bounded.
The funtion ϕ has the following properties
i) The funtion ϕ is stritly positive and for any 0 ≤ a < b < 1
ϕ(b)− ϕ(a) =
∑
Rkα(0)∈]a,b]
∆k,(8)
where the number ∆k is the dierene between the values of ψ at the
right and left endpoints of the kth gap. The reason for (8) is that we
assumed that (fα,Aα) is hyperboli: whih implies (Cf. 2.6.2) that the
union of the gaps on the Lipshitz graph where Aα lies has full Lebesgue
measure. Sine ψ is of lass C1 we have that the variations of ψ are
onentrated on the gaps and sine the projetion on T is bi-Lipshitz
we get that the orresponding variations of ϕ are onentrated on the
orbit of 0 as stated in (8).
Sine we assumed that (fα,Aα) is hyperboli we also have (Cf. 2.6.3.)
that the size of the kth gap dereases geometrially as k → ±∞. The
funtion ψ being Lipshitz we obtain the following
ii) The sequene {|∆k|}k∈Z derease geometrially when |k| → ∞, e.g.
there exist C > 0 and 0 < ∆ < 1 suh that for any k ∈ Z
|∆k| ≤ C∆
|k|.(9)
We will atually need the following weaker property on the ∆k:
∑
k∈Z
|k∆k| < +∞.(10)
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iii) Moreover, we learly have
+∞∑
i=−∞
∆i = 0.(11)
In onlusion, to obtain the theorem we just need to prove the fol-
lowing
Proposition. Given any rotation on the irle Rα of the irle and a
real funtion ϕ satisfying i)  iii), we have
sup
m∈N∗
sup
(θ,θ′)∈T
|
m−1∑
i=0
ϕ(θ′ + iα)−
m−1∑
i=0
ϕ(θ + iα)| < +∞.
Proof. For the proof of the proposition we an assume that the integral
of ϕ vanishes. From (8) we have that the derivative of ϕ in the sense
of the distributions is
Dϕ =
∑
k∈Z
∆kδkα,
where δz denotes the Dira measure onentrated on z.
Dene for every k ∈ Z
σk :=
k∑
j=−∞
∆j = −
+∞∑
j=k+1
∆j
and denote by ek the funtion on the irle, of zero integral satisfying
Dek = δkα − δ(k+1)α.
Sine ∆k = σk − σk−1, we have
ϕ =
∑
k∈Z
σkek.
Now, if we use the usual notation Smek for the Birkho sums of ek
above Rα we notie that for any m > 0 the following is true
DSmek = δk−(m−1)α − δ(k+1)α
hene
||Smek||L∞ ≤ 1
whih implies
||Smϕ||L∞ ≤
∑
k∈Z
|σk|
≤
∑
i∈Z
(1 + |i|)|∆i|.
Condition (10) onludes the proof of the proposition and hene of
Theorem 3.2. ✷
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4.4. Proof of Theorem 3.3. The proof of weak mixing we will give in
this setion is similar to the one produed by Katok and Stepin in [?℄
for interval exhange transformations.
4.5. Redution to speial ows. Assume Aα is an Aubry-Mather set
having two orbits of wandering intervals one in 0 and the other in β,
and that β satises ondition (3) of Denition 2. Dene the set
Lα = {ǫ ∈]0, 1[,
1
ǫ
6∈ Q+αQ}.
Theorem 3.3 will follow if we prove the following
Proposition For any ǫ ∈ Lα, the speial ow over Rα with the eiling
funtion
χǫ = (1− ǫ)χ[0,β[ + (1 + ǫ)χ[β,1[(12)
is weak mixing (for the unique invariant measure).
Indeed, the Aubry-Mather set Aα has a gap in 0 and a gap in β that
separate it in two parts. Hene we an nd two disjoint open sets of
(T×R)
2
eah one ontaining a part of the lamination Sα. We then
hoose the time hange funtion φǫ in (2) of lass C∞ and onstant on
eah one of the two open sets with values (1− ǫ)−1 on one, and (1 + ǫ)−1
on the other. By the formula (6), the restrition of the reparametrized
ow to Sα an be viewed as the speial ow over fα with the eiling
funtion (12). By semi-onjugay, the weak mixing of this speial ow
will follow from Proposition 4.5. Furthermore, it is learly possible to
onstrut the φǫ as lose to 1 in the C∞ topology as ǫ goes to zero in
(12).
Proof of Proposition 4.5. We will use a lassial general lemma on weak
mixing for speial ows, the proof of whih an be found for example
in [?℄. In the lemma {T t} an be any speial ow onstruted from
an ergodi automorphism (T, L, µ) of a Lebesgue spae M and under
a summable funtion f > 0. For the speial ow we will onsider the
normalized measure
1∫
fdµ
dµds where ds denotes Lebesgue measure on
the bers.
Lemma. The ow {T t} has a ontinuous spetrum if and only if for
any λ in R∗ the equation
h(T (x)) = eiλf(x)h(x),(13)
does not have a non zero measurable solution h.
In our ase (13) beomes
h(x+ α) = eiλχ
ǫ(x)h(x),(14)
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where
eiλχ
ǫ(x) = eiλ(1−ǫ) ifx ∈ [0, β[,
eiλχ
ǫ(x) = eiλ(1+ǫ) ifx ∈ [β, 1[.
We will use the following
Lemma. Let α be an irrational number. If the number β ∈]0, 1[
satises (3), and w(x) is a omplex funtion dened on T1 suh that
w(x) = z1, ifx ∈ [0, β[,
w(x) = z2, ifx ∈ [β, 1[,
with |z1| = |z2| = 1 and z1 6= z2; then the equation
h(x+ α) = w(x)h(x),(15)
does not admit any measurable solution h.
This Lemma was stated and proved by Katok and Stepin in [?℄ in
the ase where α is not of onstant type (the sequene an in 5 is un-
bounded). Their proof was based on fast yli approximations for
irrational rotations of non-onstant type. The proof of the absene of
solutions in the ase where α is of onstant type is due to Veeh [?℄ (a
omplete disussion with proofs an be found in [?℄).
The last lemma implies that a neessary ondition on an eventual
eigenvalue λ for the speial ow of Proposition 4.5 is that
λǫ = lπ, for some l ∈ Z .
But then a orresponding solution of (14) would satisfy
h(x+ α) = eilπei
lπ
ǫ h(x),
hene eilπei
lπ
ǫ
should be an eigenvalue of Rα, that is
l +
l
ǫ
= kα + 2p,
for some integers k and p, whih ontradits the fat that ǫ ∈ Lα.
Therefore equation (14) does not have non trivial solutions and the
speial ow of Proposition 4.5 is weak mixing. Theorem 3.3 is thus
proved. ✷
4.6. Proof of the Corollary 3.4. The orollary of Theorem 3.3 will follow
if we prove the following
Proposition. For any α ∈ R−Q, and any ǫ ∈ Lα, the speial ow
over Rα with the eiling funtion χ
ǫ = (1 − ǫ)χ[0, 1
2
[ + (1 + ǫ)χ[ 1
2
,1[ is
weak mixing for its unique invariant measure.
Proof. From Proposition 4.5, we just have to prove that 0 and
1
2
are
independent with respet to α ∈ R−Q.
Sine two onseutive denominators of the onvergents of α are rel-
atively prime (this an be easily obtained by reurrene from (5)), one
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at least among two onseutive qn and qn+1 is odd. We extrat by this
means a subsequene of the best approximations of α for whih (3) of
Denition 2 holds for
1
2
. Proposition 4.6 is thus proved. ✷
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